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. Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Are you tired of losing at small stakes poker?
Improve your skills and learn how to win big. Are you stuck playing in lousy tournaments versus
lousy opponents? Do you still lose even at the smallest stakes? It s time to master small stakes poker
with a world-class poker champion as your guide. Jonathan Little has cashed for more than $6.4
million in live poker tournaments. This two-time World Poker Tour champion knows that to make
millions on poker s biggest stage, you have to start small. Through his revolutionary approach, you
can finally master the skills it takes to win small stakes tournaments. By learning how to crush your
small stakes opponents, you ll be prepared to handle bigger challenges -- and bigger cash outs --
that come with larger buy-in tournaments. In Strategies for Beating Small Stakes Poker
Tournaments, you ll discover: - Skills that will instantly improve your poker game - How to stop
blaming bad luck and learn the real secret to mastering poker - The pitfalls to avoid that will allow
you to crush your mistake-prone peers...
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It in just one of my personal favorite book. I was able to comprehended every little thing out of this published e publication. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Isa a c O lson-- Isa a c O lson

A high quality book as well as the font applied was fascinating to see. It generally fails to charge excessive. I am just e ortlessly could possibly get a
enjoyment of studying a composed book.
-- B r a nt Da ch-- B r a nt Da ch
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